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Do Amino Acids Read the Code ? 

By Leo Szilard (i) 
The Enrico Fermi Institute for Nuclear Studies 
The University of Chicago, Chicago , Illinois 

It is generally believed that proteins are synthetized by RNA (ribo
~ 

nucleic acid), and that the sequence of purines and pyrimtdines; i . e . , adenin, 

uracil, guanin , and citosin determine; the sequence of the amino acids in . 
t. the polypeptide . It is presumed that these purinesand pyrimidines form the 

Each of these bases represe(£t~ letter of 
f. A..+<. ~-~ .; ~~· ~ e-1 . " ~ rl- "" '"" 

of three letters ~ lie word - · . corresponds 
'ro-/ 
~ any such code word -to \lthioh we ~ha3:l a-H:i""' 

basis of a three - letter code . 

the code , and certain groups 

to one specific amino acid . 

tA€- plus- signi we can construct the complementary combination jthe anti - code 

word ~e wfi:k~h-we osh'tt'i't ·crr'f~ a-minus s.i.gn · by substituting uracil for adenin 

Ai ' Aj , Ak , A1 , etc . - in the proper sequence alongside the template that 

contains the three - letter code . 

It is the purpode of the present paper to indicate a conceptually 
f.£. ' ~- • £r; c<:: ~ t ~ t..-?4 "k-t '( t:._-y. .Ac. ~·e~ L•"' 

simple way in which · y~iving eel! . 

. L' ' 
\fir·/.,~ ~!. t -- ' e ,. lr l l; __. , 

We shall assume tha~ ~ ontains t~enty enzymes (or enzyme systems) 
~ t e 1 1t...~ ~~ .1 ;£, ·, · • 

which couple ea4h amino acid/ a r1nucleotide that represents its code word . ~ 
We shall further /ume t~at o11e strand ~Af:. whict{ may~; ctk;;:;:~d in a -

double strandecy1l.elix is compose~ of /sequence f ant;i:- code vmrds . We shall 

,._.,~ /'("' /, -, '- . {_ . ) 
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It is ~po~f the present paper to indicate a 

simple scheme · h ~liwiflg-ee~ m~~t ~ the above 
conceptually 
defined 

problem ,'1 4 C t. ~ ;;. ~ ~ ~ 
~ 

assume that the cytoplasm of the ~ contains 20 ep-

with (+), and that represen code which is complementary to the 
~· . 

code contained in a ffi.IA ... (l/2 RNA(- e.mpla te. To these trinucleotides -
we shall aff~~tne (+) sign trinucleotides 

.~ 
conta· n§d in a RNA template that carries the ~ ecific 

We shall assume that the cell (presumably the cytoplasm) con-

tains 20 enzymes, E, or enzyme systems which couple aa~h 0'£ the 20 

amino o a specific nucleotide that represents the anti-code 

word for the particular amino acid. To these trinucleotides, we shall 

attach a (+) sign. To the complementary code words; i.e. to the tri

nucleotides which are contained in the RNA template alongside of which 

the proteins are formed, we shall attach the (-) sign. We assume 

that each amino acid is couplej ~ the phosphate group on the fifth ~ 
~ ~~~/' '.fr/-'f<r4-f.£,,./!4 .... ,./,t,{,t... 4-/~ ~~> ---

carbon atom of 91 the;c the,., ~.t-.G.fl . ....tfte tkiPdJCftuc eo:Cide (iieh e:n:.aetd 
~ ~ ~ ~vi ~ '• ...... ~.,.( /f .... /.. t.l ,r; ;r~>-. 4: 
ahlryd~de ~so---tAa~ we-ftB'If'e••e: · ob~:i:m!e"l:eot:tc!e "''a.nrl~!-d (as an alter-

native, we ~ also consider the Dossibility that we have in place 

-~'\ ~~ of the trinucleotide~i~) phosph;~inq:acid , a trinucleotide diphospho-
,_ 

amino~acid). This is a high energy bond representing 12,000 calories. 

manner: 

According to the notions here presented , a specific protein may 

by a specific ribosenucleic acid template(+) in the following 



.. . 

each 
The trinucleotides~ carrying the proper amino acid will dif-

fuse in the cytoplasm and each trinucleotide will reversibly attach by 

means of hydrogen bonds to the complementary ribose trinucleotide con

tained in the 1/2 RNA(+) template. If the protein to be formed has a 

~~~~~~~~-&~contains 1,000 amino acid residues, 

then there will be 1,000 trinucleotides lined up alongside the tem-

plate -- which we shall designate for our present purposes as a para-

gene. After a certain time the paragene will be completely covered by 
(1..<.,.£ ~-~ 

the proper trinucleotides(+) and somehow a chemical reaction ~t e-~· 

triggered. In this reaction the acid anhydride bonds split and the 

adjacent amino acids wil~ be linkeft~~t~ each other by peptide bonds. 

Thus a polypeptide with a specific sequence of amino acids, Ai, Aj , A. , 
~~ ~t~( -K 

and A1 , determined by the paragene w:tH' · e formed w+rl::~tl nta, De folded in 

a manner as yet unknown ana /,;iiyield a protein, for instance, ~ 
~~~~r Which this particular paragene is specific. 



we must now compute at what rate a single paragene can for.m the 

corresponding enzyme. We will do so on the assumption that the binding ene rgy 

between two trinucleotides, which are not complementary to each other, is 

somewhat smaller than the binding energy between two nucleotides, which are 

complementary to each other, and that therefore we can assume that we do not 

have to take into account the fact that the trinucleotides within the template 

will be occasionally covered for a short period of time by the wrong trinucleo-

tide; i.e. one which is not complementary to it. We shall assume for the 

sake of argument that the molar concentration for the ribose-trinucleotides, 

which · are present in the cytoplasm of the cell, is the same for each of the 

20 different kinds of trinucleotides, and we shall designate the concentration 

of these trinucleotides(mol!s per liter) the rate at which a single trinucleo

tide within the template is headed by a ribose-trinucleotide(+) in just the 

right position and with sufficient energy to reversibly combine with it. For 

this rate we shall write: hit rate 
I 

(1) 

and for the rate at which such trinucleotides will dissociate off from the 

template, we may write 
J_ 

'-
-L . (_; 13 - (!J. 

I /J e r t- ' rc - ___ {,_ 
~ 2 

--ro~ ,.. 
( 2) 

where K is the equilibrium constant for the reaction between one ribose

trinucleotide(+) in the solution or between one .ribose-trinucleotide(-) on 

the template. From this we may compute the maximum rate at which a protein 

molecule can be formed on the assumption that there are m trinucleotides on 

the template; i.e. corresponding to m amino acid residues contained in the 

protein for which the template is specific. As may be seen, if we make the 

binding energy too small; i.e. K too large, we shall have a low value of 

) 
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production, and if we make the binding too xmafu~mxaxnx large; ie., K 

The maximum 
too small, we also have a low rate of protein production. /Protein production 

on the template is obtained if we have ( Kt --::::.. K 
fk)._~A- t 
Ct f 

::=0 
(3) 

if 
and/this relationship is fulfilled, then we may write 

Tcomp ( 4) 

For the value of A we can write 

(5) 

In this formula, small p is a frantion of the collisions between the ribose

trinucleotide(+) and the target area~ of a given ribose-trinucleotide on the 

template and a given complementary ribose-trinucleotide{-) on the template. 

Assuming now that the concentration of each ribose~trinucleotide{+) 

in the cytoplasm that carries a given amino acid is of the order of magnitude 

of , and assuming for > a value of and for p a value 

of , we find that a single paragene can produce protein at the 

rate of 2,000 protein molecules in about 30 minutes. The equilibrium con

stant, K, we compute from equation (4), which gives a values of 

This equilibrium constant corresponds to an evaporation rate of 

nd the corresponding binding energy comes out to be about calories. 

To each factor of 10 by which the equilibrium constant is increased, there 

corresponds about 1400 calories by which the binding energy is decreased. 

As we shall 

o\ uraci1.1 which 

the binding energy 

y 
()Y 

contained 

tion of why DNA contains instead 

t be due to the ~rmised 

ura~l and adenin is 

~~~1 
f 
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same 

number of different schemes may be devised to show how strands of RNA may 

produce strands of DNA, and how strands of DNA may produce strands of RNA. 

All of these schemes, however, have one thing in common. The DNA template 
the 

must produce both/DNA template and the RNA template. This raises the 

problem of a possible mix-up in the formation of a composite template from the 

ribose-trinucleotides and the desoxyribos e-nucleotides. It is tempting to 

speculate that the difficulty here mentioned is resolved in the following 

fashion: DNA may be produced on the RNA template from ribose-trinucleotides 

which carry on the 5-ca rbon a tom of, say, the leading trinucleotide a hydro-

gen phosphate, while in contrast to this, the DNA strand is formed on the 

same DNA template from desoxyribose-trinucleotides which carry a hydrogen 

phosphate bond in the 5-carbon position, not on the leading but on the 

trailing nucleotide. The RNA strand may then be synthetized on the DNA 

template as follows: If the ribose-trinucleotide(-) combines with the tri

nucleotide, which is in a No. 1 position next to the head of the template, 

it will attach itself by splitting off one phosphate from the head of the 

template; if it combines with any other position, even though the trinucleo

tide with which it conbines is complementary to it, it will evaporate within 

a very short time. We assume here that the equilibrium constants for the 

combination of a RNA(+) trinucle·otide that contains adenin with the complemen

tary desoxyribose-trinucleotide that contains thymin is perhaps 10 X2± times 

higher than the equilibrium constant for a combination of a trinucleotide 

and its complementary trinucleotide which contained uracil rather than thymin. 
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If a trinucleotide is attached in the No. 1 position, a tri

nucleotide that reversibly combines with the trinucleotide in the No. 2 

position will have a good chance to combine with the trinucleotide attached 

to the No. 1 position. So the positions will be occupied one by one in the 

order of their serial number until m (1000) trinucleotides are all aligned 

and linked to an RNA(-) strand by phosphate bonds. In each ca se one 

phosphorus is split off for each trinucleotide attached to the RNA strand 

that is being formed. 

RNA strand is given by 

The time required for the formation of such an 

and the time required for its evaporation is given by 

If we now assume that the concentration of the ribose-trinucleotides(-), from 

which the RNA(-) strand is formed, is about the same as the concentration 

of the ribose-trinucleotides(+O which form the proteins, and if we choose 

the equilibrium constant, K, to give the shortest possible time, we find 

that the time it takes for DNA strand(+) to make RNA Strand(-) is about 

The optimum K value is higher by a factor of than the optimum 
and 

K value for a maximum rate of protein Pormation ~ the corresponding binding 

energy is lower by calories. 
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4. 

We have assumed above that the cytoplasm of the cell contains 
and 

enzymes which form ribosetrinucleotides, ~ coupled to each sueh ribose-

trinucleotide through a high energy bond the proper amino acid. We shall 

further assume that these ribosetrinucleotides, which carry amino acid, are 

condensed on an RNA(-) template, the paragene, which is contained in the 

cytoplasm. 

We shall now discuss in what manner the RNA(-) template may be 

formed within the nucleus on a DNA(+) strand. It is tempting to postulate 

that the RNA(-) strand formed inside the DNA(-) strand formed inside the 

DNA(-) template is formed through the condensation of ribose-trinucleotides(+) 

one of the three trinucleotides again as a high energy phosphate 

bond either on the 3-carbon position or on the 5-carbon position. 

We shall call this nucleotide the leading nucleotide of the trinucleotides 

in contradistinction to the trailing nucleotide of the trinucleotide and the 

center nucle·otide of the trinucleotide. For the sake of easier communication ., 
without 

we shall specifical1y assume fix.:k r estricting the general validity of our 

discussion that the DNA template is a head, and that when the ribose-trinucleo

tides are lined up alongside the DNA(+) template, then counting the letters 

of the code, starting at the head of the template, the high energy phos-

phate bonds of the ribose-trinucleotides may be seen attached to the 5-carbon 

position of the first letter of the code in every one of the trinucleotides. 

We shall assume that the RNA(-) template is synthetized alongside the DNA(+) 

template in the following manner: a ribose-trinucleotide which reversibly 

combines with the complementary code word on the DNA(-) template will., in 

general., evaporate, and the rate of evaporation is given by 

In this expression K1 designates the equilibrium constant of the desoxyribose

trinucleotide - ribose-trinucleotide complex. As may be seen l a ter, the value 
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of K1 may be assumed to be higher than the value of K
0 

for the binding 

energy of thymin to adenin due to hydrogen bonding being lower than the 

corresponding binding energy of the triribonucleotide{+)-triribonucleotide(-) 

complex that is formed in the case of protein synthesis. Thus the ribose

trinucleotide(+) will dissociate off after a short while from the DNA(+) tem

plate unless it is permitted to speak of ~ phosphate, and use the energies 

here liberated to form a chemical bond either with the head of the template 

or with an adjacent -- already chemically bound triribonucleotide. Synthe

sis of the RNA(-) template will accordingly take place as follows: When 

the first position next to the head of the template is filled by a tri-

nbonucleotide{-), the high energy phosphor group of the hydrogen group will 
a 

split off, ~phosphate and ehcmically bind to the head of the template. 

When position 2, the ~~xxx±mK adjacent position, is filled with an RNA(-) 

trinucleotide, the high energy phosphorus will split off from the hydrogen 

phosphate group of this nucleotide, and the nucleotide will bind to the 

nucleotide which occupies the No. 1 position on the DNA(+) template. Thus 

in succession, position after position adjacent to a triribonucleotide that 

is already chemically bound to its neighbor will be filled with chemically 

bound 

C o rre c t i o n -- phosphate linked 

In this manner m ribotrinucleotides will be linked to form an RNA(-) strand. 

The time required for this process is given by 

The RNA strand will in time detach itself from the DNA template on which 

it was formed. We presume that the bond tying the first triribonucleotide 

to the head of the template might be enzymatically broken, and that there

after in succession the ribonucleotides(-), Nos. 1, 2, 3, etc., may disso

ciate off from the complenentary tridesoxyribonucleotide contained in the 
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RNA(+) template. Thw time required for this process is given by 

The total time needed for formation and dissociation of one strand of 

RNA is given by 

4-B 
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The Enrico Fermi Institute for Nuclear Studies 

The University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois 

It is generally believed that proteins are formed alongside 

of nucleic acid templates . The sequence of purine-pY.rimidine bases in 
~ ~,.....~ tft ~ ~~ ---

the template is supposeefiow E: determine tfie se&U~YiC~ "Of "Ufe-amrno 

acids in the particular polypeptide (protein) that a given te~late will 

"d" h t -4 - ~!!_~I~ form. The purine and pyrim1 1ne bases oft e templa ~are adenin, urac1, 

guanin and citosin if the template ~RNA molecule: and if the tern-
£< . h--r~ c<" 

plate M/~ DNA molecule , thymin takes the place of eitesin. 
a_ 

Because ~ template which synthetizes protein must carry the 
<'t . -l" 

same information as the0Sene 
t. • I r'}l'-~ .r t,..f.-. rr- _,..,.. 

ur-need not necessaril¥ be the gene itself , 
~.~.,4-

we shall refertEo such a template 
/~ , ,........ I . ., I <." 1 ~- J •t:. 

as a paragene . ·-" 

It has remained so far a complete mystery in just what con
\.v/ ~ . I ' >- .... __.y e- e... 

cei vable way amino acids could read a cog~ thai; eol;;lsie bs Of a sequen-ee
~~ ftL.-e-70 ~· t>#-~Ct.-t: ~ -

ef pQ.i"i"e p'riiBi:e4~ci"e''~' I what manner can chemical forces --

of the kind we know to exist -- line up amino acids alongside such a tern-

plate in the proper sequence and at the proper distance from each other 

so that there mi0ht be initiated a chemical reaction chain through which 

adjacent amino acids might form f peptide bond$' with each other/ and thl:la-
J -:z... 

~f'MM~1Je'l'YTY~±'de . N~ 

It fis the purpose of the present paper to indicate a conceptu-

ally simple scheme that will at least by way of an example -- illustra te 
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/ ...,rr in what manner this might be accomplished in the living cell. 

~The basic thought underlying this scheme consists in the assumpt~on . 
-~~~~-~ that there ~r~ a number ~f enzymes (or enzyme systems ) in t he cell , J 

0;;i;lce?f'!_/ and that each of these catalyzes the formation of a particular t;i-
'--~ tr~ '-e·~~ L,~ r-, ~r nucleotide which carrie3)6' particular amino acid of) a particular 

sequence of three amino acids. The amino acids are tied to the 

either a P or PP bondf ~ 

~~~~~~~~may release an 

energy of 12,000 calories or 16,000 calories respectively,~ 
L/ -- ~ ~ (::-. 

r~~h ~ 
~ ...... ~,?~ ~ ~ 

t!f~~~~ 

ftt~- ;(~ "" /,fl. ' 
~ c ,I ~lt/'o--Y 'td ~ t/ ~~ 

/ , ll ;: ~--- -'"1/1-.e-;( "' t- ~ 
~~--. ~V· c ~ ~\. / ~-. ~~r 

/t: .}J~~ 
, 

1e ., I 
L-t , ,t--t/L ~ v t 



·~ 

... 

I t!. 

~~ / r ~~-~- 1"'/,.A-t-~ /~ -

~~ ~ ·\/k />~I 
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Sequences of three nucleotides along the paragene 

represent the code words, and the trinucleotides which carry the amino acids 

represent the anti-code words. These anti-code words are complementary to 

the code words in the sense that where the code-word contains adenine the 

anti-code word contains uracil (or thymin), and where the code word contains 

uracil {or thymin), the anti-code word contains adenin, and similarly 

guanin corresponds to citosin and citosin corresponds to guanin . The 

rationale for this assumption is as follows: 

I 
I 



(1 

~what manner this might be accomplished in the 

2. 
-- ~"lf=. 

living cell. ~Th~ 
underlying this scheme consists in the assumption that 

f enzymes (or enzyme systems) -- not less than 20 and not more 

than 64 ~are cell and that each one of them catalyzes 

the formation leo tide whicl( carries a particula r 

~~~~· ~~&~·&~~~,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,~~~~~~~~ ~.~ 
sequence of three These trinupaeotides~tain the five-

desoxyribose. 

Each of these five carbon 

carbon position and an 

groups through an acid 
.( t 

P or PP ~e~~esenting an 

energy of , respectively. ) 

( ility that the cell util in fact not trinucleo-

\ tides but will be discussed late in passing. And 

I so will be possibility that each multinucleotide trinucleotide or 

tide) might carry one amino acid only, tied 'than acid an! tetranucl 

bond to a phosphate group that in 

guanin. The rationale fo~ 

I 

stranded DNA structure, adenin pairs 
I 

with thyrnin (which presumably plays the same role in DNA as does uracil 

" 
in RNA) and guanin pairs with ci tosin. -&leA pa; ~iAg ±s I'e-qu!"red by-the 



I 
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-~ 
The helical structure of DNA permits'such pairing, 

and hydrogen bonding is possible between adenin and thymin, as well as 

between guanin and ci to sin. _ ~ ~ £-v~l ~' .e't A -/'r"'/ 
We ~ay now tBntlt~~~~e view that dur~ng pro~ 

synthesis the paragene , whether it be a single DNA or a single RNA strand, 

assumes a somewhat similar helical configuration. The amino acids carried 

by the proper trinucleotides (the anti-code words) may then be lined up in 

the proper sequence along the paragene through the f~ation of hydrogen 

bonds between the purine and pyrimidine bases eMi'5ained in the trinucleo-

tides and the complementary bases o 
J 

the eel!il:& e~el~te paragene . When the 

trinucleotides are lined up in the proper order then,•since each trinucleo

tide carries the proper amino acid the amino acids are also lined up in 

the proper order. 

in 

.,.. 
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particula~ibose tri~~~ (th~e~a-n-ti-code 
word) carries a particular sequence of three amino acids. A phos

phate ~r diphosphate)group is attached through an oxygen ~ to 

the (2) carbon atom of the ribose moiety of each nucleotide (ester 

linkage). To each of these phosphate(?r diphosphate}groups there 

is attached ~no acid . Thej1~crd~~ydrides represent an 

energy-rich P(or PPJ bond so that each amino acid carries with it 

the energy which 

cent amino acids. synthesis the 

acid strand that functions as a template (the paragene) ~ 
~'-"'-<-

a helica configuration resembling the helical configuration 

of a DNA strand in the double strand DNA helix. The ribose trinu-

cleotides may then line up alongside the helical paragene with their 

purine and pyrimidine bases paired with the complementary purine and 

pyrimidine/ bases of the paragene, and if they are so lined up, then 

the am~S acids carried by the trinucleotides ~come to lie at 

just about the right distance from each other to permit the formation 

of a peptide bond between the 

reaction chain -- starting from the head of 
~ /t'.c fl..---, move down along~ ' ·e the paragene, ep3:!i't e8>:@~:@:::::eHe::::;,li!l'-~~-er~!H9f~~r-

e num rb · ... sitfons o 

supply the ener~ formation of the 

adjacent amino acids. · A , . ~ I' I .... ~ 

~~Q~~Kea-z :n:z:;:, . -f.,.~~ 
~ certain restrictions imposQ@ on the possible amino acid sequences 

that paragenes 

restrictio~ 

to choose fro 

presently see, however, thfs~ 

If we have four letters 
~ lvt ~ G:::J -
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!!Z;gy ~0 peptide bonds between adjacent 

amino acids. 

If indeed proteins are formed in this manner, then there 

are certain restricti~ns imposed on the poss~bLe amino acid sequences 

this 

64 possi-

ble three-letter combinations and if the nucleic acid 

paragene because ~lical structure does not 

provide for commas between the indiYidual code words, and in a 64-word , 

three-letter .. word? code ~threie consecutive letters form a word. 

The letters 1, 2, 3 form a code word which was meant to be conveyed and 

so do the letters 4, 5, 6, but sequences of three letters which encroach 

on two adjacent words (such as ~ , 3, 4 or 3, 4, 5, for example) form 
I 

code words which are not meant lto be conveyed. these circumstances, 
I 

assembly of the 

plate , then we must be p~ti ~ fied with only 20 code words instead of the 
, 

64 code words that ar pos ible i-f. there are cQRBRae-between the wo-rdY. 

The notion of such a 20- word code 1 which needs no commas 1 was -/.- .~. 
introduced by F.H.C.Cric~, J.S.Griffith, and L.E.Orge~ a memorandum 

May 1956 wor.}cers interested in the subject of protein 
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From such a code we must demand that while the letters 1~ 2~ 3 on 

the template form a code word~ and the letters 4~ 5, 6 also for.m t 
code words, sequences of three letters~ which encroach on two adja

cent words (such as 2~ 3, 4 or 3~ 4, 5, for example) form no code 

word . Crick and his co-workers have shown that this 
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~
=: l't11'M three~!' W!ll'C!S, 'tfle"" 

·------= _of: 20 wor~ ~es= no question 

of whether the number 20 might represent a more than fortuitous coinci-
~c..<.- ' 1 f '"'- ~ dence j.n vl.ew of the fa;et t'Aa.tjt;f4.ere mignt be just about 20 essential~ 

different amino acids that go into the format·ion of proteins. On the 

basis of the notions~nted ~-l .. ~einei.c:ellrce waul~~ 
I ( ~.~f"ZA.-~· -C 

~regarded: as forttr.t~_,ous.- !vv 1-~(_ /te ~ :..,.. .r1;lt . ~ k.rv-t!-.-v'.;, 
"J . . IAJJm ~ -- --- --- .. ~ ~~~rom such a code ·~ · . .J we must demand that 

while the letters 1, 2, 3 aJong$iQ€ the te ~late form a code word, and --the letters 4, 5, 6 also for.m ~~ODde! words, sequences of three letters, 

which encroach on ~a a~ent words (such as 2, 3, 4 or 3, 4, 5, for 

example ) f o~ode word • 1-1 S%>S%>:.i..· ~clk;,_.a~J:lQ.Q-.f;lht4i~Br-cc~or-=rvwli'l:o,r:ikC"Ee:!'::rr-:srll~1a9:'1iwloJ~.,_&shR.eewml"!t~ttlh~a:t-t 

the:l.P-.. :e~-er · ct1"<m""'1iiee s "'t'n~'eman&-.-l f()f .. 

the following: 

Each of the 
~<U.f.l~~·L..---.... 

code, that requires no 

synthesis, we may now say 

~ ""'~ may be earriea once ~ the first 

letter and once ssr~e last etter of o~· the 20 (trinucleotid;) anti-

code words . 
... 

Therefore, among t~e polypeptides that can be formed, each 

amino acid may precede any other ino acid, and each amino acid may 

follow any other amino acid . This does not, of course, mean that any 
I 

amino acid sequence is e . ~~t~~ ~me of the amino acid sequences 

that may be found experimenta ly in sequential,anql7sis of proteins and 
~'y/1-v.l'~~~~~~~~~ J.a•e:/'Gra ... .a-, •. eo:: ~ 

polypeptides w±il ·~re~ hat t e restrictions imposed by~~~~ 

three-letter 
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/ 
~ we had a pure four-letter w d code and demanded that 

this code requires no commas, the number :oT code words available will 

be greater I 

Leona rd J . Savage of the University of Chicago in

forms me tnat in such a pure four-lettrr code the number of words is 46 

or 

we had a pure three-le ter code, \'le would have to demand 

that the number of amino acid resid ' s of all polypeptides or proteins 

synthetized in/ the manner described; abov~s~o_uld be a_,.np.~ltiP,le of tihre_r 
1J) ~-~--- ,.. . ...... ~ ~ ""'/ .##f _!).tt'r-J;·~ ~ ~ • -t.. ,. 
{I ~'2:Y~~fc=Jt,.4~~esi~~e proteins and poly

peptides~~(~alyzed)~as- fpllo~ '· 
a.) Insulin, chain A 21; insulin , chain 

I 
39; oxytocin, 9; vasopressin, i ; intermedin B 

I 
fi t a pure three-letter code. j 

B 3~corticotropin, B 

18y~1 of these would 

~~Intermedin A 13; glucagon 29 and pancreas ribonuclease 124~ 
~~se do not fit a pure thre~letter code/ intermedin and ribonuclease 

would have to include at leaft one 4-letter word and glucagon at least 

I 
----~- ::;.....-' t: f ' ~~ ~t'~ Oevie=t~:5~ i'n ,., ...... ·xed systeur··-~r three- aqd f~r-letter words, 

~~~ -<~~··~ ~- ,LL..t._ ~ • .c. r- yt t£1 ( 
-- \l'lJ'~ 'o.!T'rYflr rrHe'IN!r e-enclt:tae 

that ~or:,e.,. than 4-letfer w rds included. 

\._ J.---,.-= f ~ ) 

D' -t- .-
..) 

\ 
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7. 

~te of enzyme synthesis 

-±n geneioea the-- Pa..te o.f:-.enzyme. . ..s~thesi-s in bacteria is 

qutte :mw-. Most enzymes are synthetized in~ very leu ~.{,... ~ 
4lj/ according to the notions here presented theoo Pat~s do not ~l.Qe-y-fhe 
maximum synthetic capacity of the corresponding paragenes. We lmow, how-

ever, that the rate of production of a given enzyme may be greatly enhanced 

if the enzyme is induced. The enzyme, ~-galactosidase, for instance, which 

splits lactose, can be induced -- as Jacques Monod and his co-workers have 

shown -- by certain chemical analogues of lactose; for instance, thiomethyl 
I 

galactoside (T~). The rate of the production of th~,fenzymes goes up 
/~f~yw,tJ 

almost instantaneously upon ad~ing the inducer to the m/ by a factor 
(~ ~*}1-<J ~'t /() 

of several thousand to about 5 enzyme molecules per second. 

Because the increase in the production rate of the enzyme 
¢::t <'.ee z:: .;Q:: t ~ '-~-(..... 

is almost instantaneous upon the addition of the inducer, ~ a!e inalined ~- _ 
ll:4!.477'+"':"'. ~~---~- - -- ~ ~ 
~ ssume that tne inducer does not act by increasing the number of~-

plates that~e this ~Ptie~l~ enzyme but rather by increasing the rate 

at which one #•P'iicr.rld' template make~Ci~enzyme. #-:f.t seems, 
~,..-;.~--~ 

furthermore, reasonable to ~eliov~rthat all templates which make enzymes 

of about the same molecular weight -- say, of 100,000~ potentially 

capable of synthetizing their enzyme at the same maximum rate. ~nee the 

paragenes might consist of RNA and since there may be about five times as 

~h~~ in the bacterial cell as there is DNA, it is conceivable that 

enzyme is made b~ perh. aps five paragenes rathey :than.~..j~st one para
~ (J,.;p/1 (. 6 ... ~;J.rn¢1zt&>;_;{ilh,J,..,~~:;;r-~ ~ t':J'~~ ,.,_,-

gene~ t .theft c Qll.CJ.ude...-tfta-t \a- pat1S:g'ette ·must n e cap a~ of' 

thetizing tl}e ~:QZYltle for whic 

higher than this. ~ 

~J 



. -• 
8 . 

.. ' 

\... /L;tr 

' '-·----·-one per second . 

conclude ~ail e: lower limit fb:t' 
. ~ I 

, nzyme synthesis~ paragene ki 

a,:. u-4 .. ~ t:= f 
,..~ ~ ~~ ;/.'b ___ ____.., 

-='---
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Computed rate of enzyme synthesis 

We shall now attempt to compute at what rate a paragene 

may b. e able to synthetize the corresponding enzyme on the basifo of the 
~ ~.~-~ ~>--"J~(fo-f 
~ of protein SJl=Rtf:l:osi-6 that we have pq~ulated. ~ shall ,apsume )/ f' 

UIV~ ,~ lA / ~ ~ 
that the molecular weight of the enzyme isrfOO:rooo~.-l;h~"GYj(~/"fi~ey ' 

'~ th...~ 
about 1~000 amino acid residue~/in the enzyme~ and accordingly we would ~ 

~r,- .. vte ,?~ ~ :::.-- /; 

have to assemble r~300 trinucleotilies ~ each of which is 11loaded lJ with ' 

three amino acids. ?fln the approximation which we shall consider~ the 

minimum time, ·\ 1 needed for the fo~ation of the polypeptide is composed 

of two terms, I]_ and '!i:) r;=·:;;:--r: I ..,- Ly .. . .. (,_ I J--C-e_ 

E
l' ':.:;; a ;,lype:,:'ld';; · .,;;,, ~een """"('~q:,ter~ll~ tpe amino 

acid embl=ralongside the temp~at;;have been ~~eptide~~~ 

and ing that this polypeptid~ is at once removed~ a certain time~ rr,, 
'~t.ed...la.te?) will elapse until the trinucleotides r \i'hieh &FJ?iiurr 

f ~ A ~ .,..,h ; (_ d ""'"~"'·~ ....... ~ ..... ""?' 

~~ds 0ui which are now denu~ed: evaporate from the 

11 
~empla te and their pl <J. ce i s t <J.kep by trinucleotides vvhich are loaded with 

~~ l 
~)i(o aci~ # We shall assume th~t the concentration of denuded trinucleo-

tide in the cell is very small fompa rQd tg tfie eoncentirat1on or tl'!tiaci"e'O'"" 

tiae~ whielT e:re ·~:-eaded w:i:th l'lE! ' pr~""Ml:l.i'lo. ,c.idsl so that after the denuded 
I 

trinucleotides evaporate~ the loaded trinucleotides do not have to compete 
~ 

with ~ denuded trinucleotide~ for~ate positionSalong the para~ 

1 ~ ~The time,~~ w~ich isnecessary to permit evapora~ion o~ ~ 
rJtt ~ - I ~,__,_/.' ~ \· ~ t--~ h-~ 

trinucleotides and to assembl~ ~~(loaded trinucleotides~ we s~all 

I 
compute here on the assumption that once a loaded trinucleotide has found 

I ~ 

its position alongside the t~mplate~ it will not evaporate again . ~4 
t.;~ .• L{ d( f/e;.vl _:_I·I.;.J'"' t iii'W ·-.· ...,.~ , 

assumption :l,s~ of course t.~ co!'ree'6~ ~ i;f!:e c0!5rec~~hab ie ~aedea ..-
~ 1'1.-t.·~<-vv'..l t- ~t1 • 'O;se!t + ·1'1.- ,;>.. a-~. 1-z "o-t.-t.... ~~ . WA.-( ~£.</ a-~ 

(_i~ rep~esented by the sec term~ '(: 2 • ,oo-'\, _ __ (.;;; ~ 

/.A,_. .. >(; "l~t ,/; 

I . • * ,,.,~ ~ 
~~.J,-~ 
~4.-, 



In order to compute this sec~ consider 
J e• 

the equilibrium between the loaded trinucleot~d~ )in the cell and the com-

} 

~~ ~ .J_~ ~LP/ 
plex which ~inucleotide;fcan form with ~(Complementary~ 

d~at-i. . eod~ worif' on the template. , ~ ~_,./...,( _-/ 
("'14 ----· 

r 1,t, We shall in the following assume tha\ the concentration fo 
( 1/'l" '1,/ lj ) <in 'Sl=to Qii:J..l is the same for each kind of loaded tri-

nucleotide. We shall f rthe~ 9spume that the equilibrium constant, Ko 
t / ( ''l ~ ___:> 

for the equilibrium"~b~e-t~w~e-e~~l1oaded trinucleotide and one given com-
~~ ." 1. E. !:"<4 .. 4~ -

plementary ~ ls ~-,rhe same for each kind of loaded trinucleo-

tide. ~ 

The probability~hat in equ~~ given code word on 

-the template is not covered by the proper rinucleotide,. ll'Riel=t ie l.oaded 

with t:R:e pre~-a:mino -ee-ia-s-r is given by 

+= ;/Of' 
and the total number of such11holes11alongslde the templat 

-~ / ,..- / - .- ~;-_ ...... /. 
~-~ ~~ -.......--~-, "-' e ::J 

'ht 
- 7 r- J?i;· v~ 

After tho amino aeids aPe aJ:l-~ed-ttfT:; and ~~rma tion 

of the polypeptide between the adjacent amino acids is somehow triggered 
a--, 

~~~the head of the template, then these holes will have to be filled 

consecutively, and we may write for the time that this will take 

~ I ~ 
(; ,_ -== ;1-f- I~ f If' 

Here tt f· J1~ represents the rate at which a loaded tri

nucleotide combines with a given code word that is complementary to it. 
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We may now compute for the evaporation 

of the naked trinucleotides and the the loaded trinucleo-

tides in their place. The rate, a, at which a loaded trinucleotide would 
X~~-~ 

evaporate from the template is given by 

c! -=- 2 A-k 
We shall, for the sake of simplicity, assume that a denuded trinucleotide 

evaporates at the same rate o(_jl-~ ~Y 

As~ shown, we may then write 
~( ,.._ 

here a~ed for the time, l 1 , 

"/'- I [ / ~ ~-,_ I -:::. If-f. r 

~ !3 ))/ 
o( 

within the approximation 

If we wish to make this time as small as possible, we have to choose K so 

as to have 

1 

P! om '8I-ti:e rte "diMS!.'iM 
trY' _£_ ,-....., I o 

tr ""' 
and, therefore, we obtain ~ ~ ~ 3 d-r::J 

0 r'V 5C:> 
~ 0 

AJ Iff 



. . ., 

/'1 -= /'~~ 

At-=- / 0
7 h f ~ 

A-tf = I' ~~. 
~- ~ :S:: 3(;9-0 

13 - 1 

~? 

T 
~ 1-v ttl t- 1/)_~,Mpl/-r 
- ~ I r~ i tTY z./~ ;-a--/ 
--· It ? ~----------=---I _L2_ ~ ~~r:.....L.' ~'...:.:..:" :__:_ 
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the equilibrium between 

' 

on 

plex which these t · 
, I + 

(the · -code word/o the tempJ,1ite. 
~ , . ~ I , fi....... 

, The 1~rob~bility )hat in equilibriunf a given code 
. ~ ~ the template 1s not covered the proper 

1-- t l 
with the ~rope.x,- amino aqid ~, is given by 

\ / \ -/-~-z-
and the t ta{ number uch hole~alongs·de th~ template in equili 

which 

~ 

is given . equilibri 

is to take place between the trinucleotide and the complementary code word~~ 

We sli~ssume - I f"' '\.. 
CJ:-~ tv ~ 

0 

and iiA&ll~ p denotes the probability that the trinucleotide, when hitting 

the code, is in just the right position to permit hydrogen bonding to take 
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place between the th h1 -ree complementary pairs of b ~~ ~Jr; l"' ..-.t ...... ~ VJ-l ases tha t are i 1 . L -~ 
.___,g •= ~eu~aP- ,...;~.!!jl>t ~ • nvo ved/ ~ 

I a t:i'wucJ eoti.Q-=-- ~tt· J."";uoe~~~-
tain =-~o~uOU 

j p -= 
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ACIDS READ THE NUCLEOTIDE CODE? 

by Leo Szilard 

(Submitted by Joseph E. Mayer) 

The Enrico Fermi Institute for Nuclear Studies 

The University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois 

It is now generally believed that proteins are formed along 

nucleic acid templates. The sequence of purine and pyrimidine bases in 

the template is supposed to represent a code that may somehow determine 

the sequence of the amino acids in the particular polypeptide (protein) 

that a given template will form.(l) The purine and pyrimidine bases of 

the template, the letters of the code, are adenine, uracil, guanine and 

~ cytosine)if the template be an RNA molecule; and if the template be a DNA 

molecule, thymine takes the place of uracil. 

It has remained so far a complete mystery in just what conceivable 

way amino acids could read such a code. In what manner can chemical forces 

of the kind we know to exist line up amino acids alongside such a tern-

plate in the proper sequence and at the proper distance from each other, 

so that ~ a chemical reaction chain may link adjacent amino acids 

through peptide bonds with each other? 

It is the purpose of the present paper to indicate a conceptually 

simple scheme that will -- at least by way of an example -- illustrate in 

what manner this might take place in the living cell. 

(l) G. Gamow, Nature, Vol. 173, p. 318 (1954). 
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** 2. 

Because a template which synthetizes protein need not necessarily 

be the gene itself but must carry the same information as the correspond

ing gene 3 we shall here refer to such a template for the sake of brevity 

as a paragene . 

The basic thought underlying the scheme here presented consists in 

the assumption that there are a number of enzymes (or enzyme systems)--

perhaps twenty altogether -- in the cell, and that each of these catalyzes 

the formation of a particular trinucleotide which carries either one parti

cular amino acid or3 more likely perhaps, a particular sequence of three 

amino acids. If the amino acid is carried by the nucleotide on a phos-

phate or pyrophosphate group as an acid anhydride which is a high energy 

compound then the energy needed for the formation of the peptide bonds 

will become free when the amino acid is split off . In this sense one can 

say that each amino acid may carry the energy needed for forming its pep-

tide bond . 
~""""""-? t.. 

According to the notions here presented, amino acids can not read 

~emee~v~ the code of the paragene . But the trinucleotides, which carry 

the proper amino acids , may attach with their three bases through the for

mation of 6 hydrogen bonds to the proper sequence of three bases on the 

paragene , and thus the amino acids may be lined up in the proper sequencg 

a long the ~ar~g~ne. 

Accordingly, sequences of three nucleotides along the paragene 

represent the code words, and the trinucleotides which carry the amino 

acids represent the anti-code words. We assume that these anti-code 

words are complementary to the code words in the sense that, where the 

code word contains adenine the anti-code word contains uracil (or thymine), 

where the code word contains uracil (or thymine) the anti-code word con

tains adenine; and similarly guanine corresponds to cytosine and cytosine 

corresponds to guanine . The rationale for this assumption is as follows: 
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The concept of code-letter and complementary code-letter arose 

originally from the interpretation of the structure of DNA given by J.D. 

Watson and F.H.C.Crick.(~) They showed that in a double stranded DNA 

(~)Nature, Vol. 173, p . 318 1953. 
Proc. Roy. Soc., Vol. 223, p . 80, 1954. 

structure, adenine of one strand pairs with thymine of the other strand 

(which presumably plays the same role in DNA as does uracil in RNA) and 

similarly guanine pairs with cytosine. The helical structure of DNA per

mits just such pairing, and hydrogen bonding is possible between adenine 

and thymine, as well as between guanine and cytosine. 

If the sequence of bases along one strand of DNA represents a 

coded message which consists in three letter-word the~because we have 

four letters to choose fro~such a message could utilize 64 different words. 
limited 

We might, however, be RBKD~«fi~ to the use of 20 out of the 64 words that 
limitation 

are available. The reasons for this nRatnintmma would be as follows: 

If all 64 possible three-letter combinations form MI #Me t a code 

word, and if the paragene assumes at the time of the formation of the 

polypeptide a helical configuration similar to the helical configuration 

of DNA, then it follows that the code on the paragene must be read consecu-
' 

tively from one end -- say, from the 11head 11 of the paragene downward. This 

is so because such a helical structure does not provide for commas between 

the individual code words, and in a code containing 64 words any three 

consecutive letters form a word. If we number the letters along the para-

)l gene, ~from the head of the paragene downward, then the first three 

letters, the letters 1, 2, 3, form a word which was meant to be conveyed 

and so do the next three letters, the letters 4, 5, 6. But sequences of 

three letters which encroach on two adjacent words (such as 2, 3, 4 or 

3, 4, 5, for example) form code words which are not meant to be conveyed. 
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In these circumstances~ the code would be misread if the trinu

cleotides~ which represent the anti-code words~ assemble alongside the 

paragene simultaneously, rather than -- from one end on -- consecutively. 

If we want to have simultaneous assembly of the trinucleotides alongside 

the comma-less paragene , then we are restricted to 20 code words. 

The notion of such a 20-wo~ code~ which needs no commas, was in

troduced by F.H.C.Crick~ J.S.Griffith, and L.E.Orgel of the Medical Re

search Council Unit at the Cavendish Laboratory~ Cambridge~ in a memoran

dum circulated in May~ 1956 among workers interested in the subject of 

protein synthesis. From such a code we must demand that the letters 1, 

2~ 3 on the template form a code word, and the letters 4~ 5~ 6 also form 

a code word~ but sequences of three letters~ which encroach on two adja

cent words (such as 2 , 3 ~ 3 or 3 ~ 4~ 5, for example) form no code word. 

Crick and his co-workers have shown that this demand can be met, that a 

code which requires no commas may be constructed and that it can accommo

date 20
1
three-letter

1
code words. 

We shall now single out for more detailed examination one conceiva

ble model for protein synthesis which might provide for the lining up of 

the amino acids alongside the paragene ~ both in the proper order and at 

the proper distance from each other. This particular model is based on 

the following assumptions: 

The trinucleotides which form the anti-code words contain the 

sugar ribose rather than the sugar desoxyribose. Each particular ribose 

trinucleotide (the anti -code word) carries a particular sequence of three 

amino acids . A phosphate (or diphosphate) group is attached to the (2) 

carbon atom of the ribose moiety of each nucleotide and an amino acid is 

attached to each of these phosphate (or diphosphate) groups. The amino 

acid anhydrides represent an energy-rich P, or PP~ bond which~ when split, 

may release 12,000 or 16~000 calories~ respectively. 
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During protein synthesis the nucleic acid strand that functions 

as a template (the paragene) may take up - - so we here assume - -a heli

cal configuration resembling the helical configuration of a NXN DNA strand 

in the double stranded DNA helix . The trinucleotides may then line up 

alongside the helical paragene with their purine and pyrimidine bases 

paired with the complementary bases of the paragene, and if they are so 

lined up , then the amino acids carried by the trinucleotides may come to 

lie at just about the right distance from each other to permit the forma-

tion of a peptide bond between adjacent amino acids . A chemical reaction 

chain - - starting perhaps from the head of a paragene -- may then move 

down along the paragene, split the acid anhydrides, and thus free the 

amino acids as well as make available the energy needed for the formation 

of peptide bonds between adjacent amino acids . 

Adjacent amino acids can be linked only if the distance from each 

other is smaller or equal but not appreciably larger than the fundamental 

repeating distance in a polypeptide chain which is 7 . 27~ . The fundamental 
0 

repeating distance in a fully extended polypeptide chain is about 7A • 

Since before they are linked into a polypeptide, the amino acids can rotate 

around the chemical bond which ties them to the phosphate group , they might 

well be assembled along the paragene at ~tance from each other 

than the fundamental repeating distance of the polypeptide chain . 

Applying the concept of a 20- letter code that requires no commas to 

our particular model of protein synthesis, we may now say the following: 

Each of the 20 amino acids may appear once attached to the leading 

letter and once attached to the trailing letter of the 20 (trinucleotide) 

anti-code words . Therefore, among the polypeptides that can be formed , 

each amino acid may precede any other amino acid, and each amino acid may 

follow any other amino acid . This does not, of course, mean that any 

amino acid sequence is possible . 
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Observed rate of enzyme synthesis 

According to the notions here adopted most enzymes are synthetized 

in growing bacteria at a rather low rate which does not represent the maximum 

synthetizing capacity of the corresponding paragenes . The rate of production 

of a given enzyme may, however, be greatly enhanced if the enzyme is induced, 

and what we are interested to learn is the maximal rate at which a paragene 

may be able to form the corresponding enzyme . 

One of the most studied cases of enzyme induction is the induction of 

the enzyme ~-galactosidase which splits lactose . Jacques Monod and his co

workers have shown that the production rate of this enzyme in bacteria can be 

greatly enhanced by certain chemical analogues of lactose, which act as indu

cers, and that the rate of production of the enzyme goes up almost instanta

neously upon adding such an inducer to the medium . We are thus led to believe 

that the inducer may act by increasing the rate at which one template pro

duces the enzyme rather than by increasing the number of templates that pro

duce the enzyme at an unchanged rate . 

In fully induced wild type bacteria growing in minimal medium this en

zyme is contained in the amount of about 8 mgm . per 1012 bacteria and thus 

amounts to about 8% of the total proteins. We obtain the rate at which this 

enzyme is produced in minimal medium per bacterium by dividing the amount con

tained in one bacterium by 1 . 44 times the doubling time (40 minutes) of the 

Xbacterium. We thus find for the rate >at which this enzyme is produced in 
, / - 18 

.x fully induced wild type bacteria growing in minimal medium) about 2 10 grams 

per cell per second . , 

If we assume a molecular weight of a million (Jacques Monod and Melvin 

Cohn estimate the molecular weight of this enzyme at about 800,000) , we obtain 

a rate of 1 . 5 enzyme molecules per cell per second . The number of paragenes 

per cell is not ~no • ~f • t\11 pas ageBS fipnfifet'V'tffe re mi ht be a few pa a enes 
a f:! ;;;z • . 

present per ~ a her than just one, an he num er o paragenes might be 

((Df the order or magnitude orl lo . On the other hand, smaller enzyme molecules 

might be synthetized somewhat faster than larger enzyme molecules . 
' / .~~ -
(l~ On the basis of the figure given above , we are thus led to believe 

th~~en an enzyme is fully induced and enzyme synthesis proceeds at its 

maximal rate ~- the rate of formation of the enzyme may be of the order of 

magnitude of one per second per paragene . 
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9. 

First we shall now compute this second term, ~2 • This computation 

will be baseq on the fact that(because of reevaporation of the loaded tri-

1 nucleotides, hich~rsibly combine{with the anti-code words of the para-

gene) there will be - no matter how long we wait - always a certain number 

of code words (sequences of three nucleotides) on the paragene which are 

not 11 covered 11 .-Ywe shall assume that the equilibrium constant, KD for the 

complexing of one code word by the proper loaded trinucleotide, is the 

same for the different kinds of trinucleotides, and that each code word 

complexes only with the proper trinucleotide . Similarly we shall assume 

that the different kinds of loaded trinucleotides are all present at the 

same concentration, .fo , in the cell . 

In equilibrium the probability, f, for a gi~code word on the 

paragene not being covered by th~ proper loaded~· ucleotide is given by 

(1) I - I + 17 / 
Accordingly, in equilibrium, the total

0

n~r of such gaps along the para
/ 

gene which contains 3 m nucleotides i .s· given by 

(2) 11number of gaps 11 
::::: · - -----=-·--

_f_q 
k o 

We shall assume that most code words are 11 covered 11 in equilibrium 

and this means that 

(3) 

We presume that after such equilibrium is established a chemical re-

action chain is somehow triggered, and, moving down along the paragene, 

links adjacent amino acids into a polypeptide . The average time, r-2, needed 

for the formation of the polypeptide from the amino acids assembled along 
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the paragene is given by the of gaps ", that have to 

be filled consecutively, and 

product L the "number 

the aver~ge time,~, that it takes to fill 

one given gap) 

c ;:us, for f" 2 

( 4) 'Z'-"2. 

In 

to e filled by the 

we may 

=_/.._ 

If 
is 

prope 

write 

/+-

~ 
/f-f 

that it takes for a given ~ 
and we may write for t3 / 

/ ~' 

where f 0 is the co 
,t,.__A.u lf( ,4. -~c--tJ/., ·.('L, .;~ t'. c~,<t. 

· (which we tOok to b?~ual) 

n=tteice~+, constant fa which a value is 

~ 
{-vic~ 

,.._ 
Computation of L 1 t\.· · ( ((:- 0 

I 
We may now compute the average time, z-1 , needed for the evaporation 

of the naked trinucleotides and the :assembling of the loaded trinucleotides 
i 

in their place. The rate, a, at whfch a loaded 
' 

from the template is given (see appJndix) by 

(5) 

' J 

rJ: :=:- rL ·~ Kc L 2, }Sg ~ 
fo 

(6) and for{> 7 / we have j3 · f ') cC 

trinucleotide evaporates 

We shall , for the sake of simplicif y, assume that a denuded trinucleotide 

;;v~~t?~ 
we may then write w4thin the app~-
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For the 

( 8) 

If we wish to make this time as small as possible, we have to choose K so 
0 

as to have 

(9) 

(10) (' 
0 

I 

' . e . 
For a polypeptide containing 1,000 amino acid residues ~ a paragene 

containing about 300 code words, we may write m = 300, and thus we obtain 

from (8) and (10) 

(11) ~ I"'- lo ........ 
t(o 

f' /'\.. 
f -o 

t"'V It v "' ,J Yl 
0 

I 

J 

(12) 

X Estimate for the value of Aji( and .-

(13) 

If J' 
0 

is expressed in mol/liter, then the coefficient A~ is given 

'lo 

b I 0 v"o s-o f o --
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v 1 is the molecular velocity 

(14) v.. = v~ 2'K.-r-, 
II ~M 

;('and for a molecular weight of M ~ 1000, we have v.w~ 5 x 103 em/sec . 

Clis the target area that must be hit if hydrogen bonding is to 

)C take place between three adjacent nucleotides on the paragene and the)com

;C plementary)loaded trinucleotides that move about freely within the cell . 

We assume for 6:, the value of G; = 10-l5 cm2 • 

probability that the loaded trinucleotide, when 

hydrogen bonding to take 

bases that are involved . 

the right geometrical position to permit 

ce between the three complementary pairs of 

p01as a very rough estimate~,. 
1~:-f;.~ 

[>( )pAfA=AJlM tc.~AR.... 
~ v v"¥-'rn:~s we obtain 

~ With the above quoted values we obtain: A.IP = 107 /sec . 

If the concentration f;J of each kind of loaded trinucleotide in 

the cell is fo = 10-5 mol/liter, then we have 

(17) 

Substituting 

time , r£:-" , that it 

;(~ · 

~ f 
0 

= 100 hits/sec . 

this value for A-;,<f 
0 

into ( 12) gives for the average 

takes for one paragene to for.m one polypeptide:~: o.Sl~ 
0 ~-

This means that the paragene may form about 2 polypeptideSmelccnlcs 

per second . -The value of L ., depends only on the product of ~ and f ~ . It 

might well be that the value which we estimateb~or D;~ ~ is too low by a 
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1 factor of 10 and consequently the value which we obtained for ~is also 

low by the same factor. If this were the case~ then the value we chose 
~ 

for~0 is ten times too high and the e~et value would rather be 
.. 6 j C1 = 10 mol/liter. 

It is not possible for the present to estimate these values any 

closer . In these circumstances our assumption for the equilibrium constant~ 

(18) 

gives only a rough estimate 

-7 
/o L lo 

From the value of K we may estimate the binding energy~ 6H, for the como 

bina tion of the trinucleotide with the paragene b'y • :nil U:ng h ,~> 

13 1t? 
r) /J J/ =- 1 o e "'-.. IT1, Vl , (19) 

This gives forK= 10-7 mol/liter~ 6H~ 18,000 calories, or since 

six hydrogen bonds are involved, about 3,000 calories per hydrogen bond . 

If K is ten times larger~ then 6H is about 1400 calories lower . 

Conclusion 1 
These considerations show that the theory which we postulated 

would be able to explain the high rate of enzyme synthesis which one ob-

serves in bacteria when the rate of formation of an enzyme is enhanced 

by the use of an inducer . The basic thought of the theory here given con-

sists in the assumption that trinucleotides read the code of the paragene 

and that these trinucleotides carry amino acids . We worked out the details 

in the case of a particular model for protein synthesis which assumed 



.: 
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that each trinucleotide carries a sequence of three amino acids. Natural-

ly I chose for the detailed theory the model which appeared to me to be 
t. 

the most ~ly This does not mean, however, that other 

models need not be considered also. 

Rather than to assume that each kind of trinucleotide carries a 

particular sequence of three amino acids, it would be in some ways more 

appealing to assume that each trinucleotide carries only one amino acid . 

In this case the amino acid might be carried by a phosphate group linked by 

an oxygen atom (ester linkage), either to the third or the fifth of the 
--... >........_4'. , ~ ~ ' ., 

' ~Jkarbon sugar of either the~ - o the tbi~d nuc1eotide. Assuming 

twenty different trinucleotides, each ca rrying one particular amino acid, 

we could have a code that requires no commas , with no restrictions imposed 

on the possible ami~ acid sequences of the proteins formed by the paragenes. 

If we make this assumption, however, we can not assume at the same 

time that during protei ~thesis the paragene takes up the helical con

figuration which we postulated ~bQve . In the case of such a helical con-

figuration the trinucleotides lined up along the paragene would not place 

the amino acids at the right distance from each other to permit adjacent 

amino acids to be linked to a polypeptide . 

that the paragene might assume during protein syn-

thesis some entirel different configuration which meets the requirement of 

bringing adjacent am'no acids at the right distance from each other when 

the trinucleotides)which carry one amino ac d each~line up alongside the 

paragene . But unless t is possible to indicate a plausible, non-helical , 

and yet regular confi ation that meets this equirement, it does not 

appear useful to carry of such an alternate model for protein 

synthesis any further . 



' 6 Llf -le>-
~~ ( / ¥f~~ 
~~x~inucleotides(+) may take up positions ~ce to f~ce with the 

, 4 ·' 4 
corresponding trinucleotides (-) contained in the l/2 RNA( -) s-trana. -' 

We assume that the amino acid)'~~nked to th~cleotid~through 
~·u,. ~1:2 

d. .fiy-4!-e!:~nd_, presumably an acid anhydride bond_, between the phos -

phate group of the trinucleotide and the carboxyl group of the amino 

acid (estimatet}l2 , 000 calories). One of several things might now 

happen;.. 

( l) The adjacent acids from the peptide bonds~~ith 
each other 

and form 

and form 

up with each other 

a strand of RNA \'J"hich we may desicr1-t2 !23 /2 .:-li~ '- ( +). 
r/.d~ ~ yv~f..lv,. ~ 
~/1Pe polyp~n detach itself from the RNJ strand 
~ ,.y. j..,k ~ f-· J-,~P..., t/U/...f,.~ I~ 

a protein , a~d the l (,~RNA(±) stmo~ c,an ~~ ch ..1 t..s.; fro.m 

molecule 

des±·gna ted by' RN.1t( +). 

d7 /{.,. ~~ ·'I/..- ({~It#(-) , _ 



-. 

each 
To Nkxzh polynucleotide one may assign an arror pointing 

from left to right or from right to left, which indicates the manner 

in \•rhich the phosphoric acid group is linked to the OH groups of the 

5-carbon sugar . If we assign to the trinucleotides that carry the 

20 different amino a cids an arrov1 pointing from left to right, then the 

1/2 RNA(+) strand which vwuld arise in the process described a.bove ·would 

also carry an arrov1 pointing from left to right. 

Using this terminology, the 20 enzymes that catalyzed the 

formation of the postul ated amino acid trinucleotides may be designated 

as The basi c thought here presented p~rmits devising 

a number of different schemes for the synthesis of RNA and DNA . \·.'l:).a:t 

schemes one might prefe 'Ciepend to some extent on Hhether one believes 

that it might the groove left free by one-

d helix formed by 1/2 RNA(+) and 1/2 RNA(-) strand of 

RNA . expect to have lined up 



How ca n we a ccount fo r the existence of. the 1/2 RNA(-) templat~ 
~ tv--/ -tL. I Ccr 

in the cytopl asm? He .assume tha t t his template_pynthetized ifl the 
(1. tJ I! 

nucleus. There a re Hi thin the nucleus~ so \·le shall assume , ~ E{hzymes 

which form :KN~~ ribose'trinucleotides {-) whi ch represent the anti -

code word for t he 20 amino a cids. These enzymes couple each of these 

ribose-trinucleotides (-) to certain an1ino acids~ pe rhaps predominantly 

arginine~ histidine and lysin. t•/e shall designa t e t hese enzymes with: 

.E("'-A-; 'l•t'4·.A-,_ ·,..r1~~ 4 .. ~-J 

There is, · so we assume ~ within the nucleus a st r and of DNA ~ \·lhich we 

shall designate as 1/2 DNA (+)~ vlhi ch conta ins desoxyribose-trinucleo

tides (the code \vords) in the sequence whi ch corresponds to the amino 

a cid sequence~ A .~ A., Ak ~ of the specific protein . j)In ana~Qgy ~ 
~ J I 

wbat happenek'l ~ the C!YtopJ:a~ tn"e ribos e -trinucleotides (-) \vill ;-...,A-(... 
L"'11J ~t""'h ~-;;1 
~ fa~ o face with the corresponding desoxyribose-trinucleotides(+) 

' 
conta ined in the 1/2 DNA(+) templ a te 1'1 a-nd r,;iti'i isfie l-telfl of 'bne energy 

aupp~iee~y-~~ a cid. a nhydride bondj'of the rib~~ucleotides will 
~.k-~·· ~-Ylf.-~ ~ 6f ~ 4. 'f:- ,. t; 

(tln1rlip \t o"~.f~ a "s trand of RNA - 1/2 RNA(-) . r!Seme of t~ mol.e.CJJJ.!3s 
l- ll .. _ ~ + ( 

OOllS fop:med.-i..IL.1ihe. ruJ.cJ...e.l.l.s_1(V.!ll g~iffus~ o-u,.t into the oytopla"Sm mere 

they- vrili se-rve---a'S a template ·for protein< !"'ormation a s descl"ibed above. 

,-- - --·· - ,.,.... ' ..,. 
~ e molecules rema ining within the nucleus s e rve as a templ a te for the 

synthesis of a strand of DNA -- l/2 DNA(+) . This strand of DNA is syn

thetized from desoxyribose-trinucleotides(+) which a re fo rmed and 

coupled to certa in amino acids~ pe rhans predominantly arginine~ histidine 

and lysin~ by enzymes which a re present wi thin the nucleus. These en- / 

zymes may be designated by 
~---

The acid anhydride bonds ofthe ribose-trinucleotides that are lined 

up inside the templ a te supply the energy for forming peptide bonds 

between the adjacent amino acids tha t are ca rried by the ribose

trinucleotides a nd to link the adja cent ribose-trinucleotides with 

each other through ester bonds. Thus the polypeptide and the RNA 

strand ~ 1/2 RNA( -)~ a r e f ormed but in contras t what happens in the 

formation of protein a nd polypeptide a nd t he polynucleotide need not 

separate so that we have a ribonucleic protein which i<Je may designate 

i'li th AA - 1/2 RNA( -). Some of these will diffuse into the cytopl asm 

and may serve there a s a templ ate for the formation of proteins as 

discussed above. 



---- "" ~ 

Insert - New pape~ 

~\.~ 
The ltliiseee ;£rinucleotides carrying 

will freely diffuse around in the cytoplasm of the cell. 

that the concentration which an amino acid which is thus coupled to 

the corresponding trinucleotide is of the order of a milligram per 

liter, we may expect that the right trinucleotide will come to lie 

face to face with the corresponding code word of the 1/2 RNA(-) template. 

Assuming an activation energy of 0, the code word will complex with 

the anti-code word at the rate of about 100 times per second. If 

the complex remains undissociated for a sufficiently long period of 

time and if the template synthetizes an enzyme which contains 1000 

amino acid residues, then the time which it takes on an average to have 

all the code words of the 1/2 RNA(-) template thus complexed by the 

anti-code word will be proportionate to the natural logarithm of M, ~ 

and hus in the case of the synthesis of an enzyme which is between 

100 and 100,000 amino acid residues, it may take about 1/lOth of a 

second to assemble all the anti-code words on the template. If the 

binding energy of the word-anti-word complex is about 18,000 calories, 

then the anti-code words stick to the template long enough GO permit 

the completion of the whole amino acid sequence. It is presumed that 

the six high energy bonds that can be formed between the two comple-

mentary trinucleotides will supply binding energy in excess of this 
of the 

value. We may assume that the free phosphate group/trinucleotides 

is linked to the amino acid which ~he trinucleotide carries by_~~· 

oxide-anhydride bond representing about 12,000 calories. After all the 

~bos1 trinucleotides(+) are lined up on the 1/2 RNA(-) 

something might t.1•igger a chemical reaction it;, whi~~~~~~e;~ 
~-/: I'/{. ~ j 

split off in wlrl:e~no ~ids carrir.'d...l;)¥ :the adjacent 'b:ci'fi't!eleo-
~ 1 ~p t:t t.l I. h.t "" ~ te--t .l...._,'t ... -- I 

J;iQ(i5 f-sPm a ~e~il..Q-e- link~ ~~ntrel'e"Ot't'des are 

~bond nd a~ the ·same time one phosphate 

ia ~pli~ off. In Lhis wa~w 



..., - - -
~:B (2) ... 

pep~ide and 1/2 RNA(+) strand. 1he polypepvide has an amino acid 

sequence which is determined by the 1/2 RNA(-) ~emplate and the 

rlNA strand, l/2 RNA(+), ~hat is newly formed is complementary ~o the 

1/2 RNA(-) vemplate. 



5. 

Since it is presumed that protein synthesis can occur without 

accompanying net RNA synthesis, we have to consider several possibili

ties: 

a) That when the amino acids that are lined up are linked 

to a polypeptide, contrary to what we said above, the ribose trinucleo

tides remain unlinked and are returned to the free ribose trinucleotide 

pool. 

b) That the 1/2 RNA(+) strand is formed but that such naked 

RNA strands are hydrolized to mononucleotides. 

c) That the 1/2 RNA(-) template was part of a double stranded 

structure where the other strand is the 1/2 RNA(+) strand. These two 

complementary strands of RNA might form a helix and in the groove left 

free there may conceivably fit in the ribose trinucleotides(+) which 

carry the amino acids. When the polypeptide is formed simulKXtaneously 

a new 1/2 RNA(+) strand is formed. One of the two 1/2 RNA(+) strands, 

either the original strand or the newly made strand, may remain united 

with the 1/2 RNA(-) template, and the other strand which is now naked 

might be hydrolized. If protein synthesis by the RNA template in the 

cytoplasm follows this pattern, we would then expect a considerable 

tum-over of RNA to accompany protein synthesis. 



fb. 

1/2 RNA(-) template., we presume., is f .ormed at 1/2 DNA(+) strand in 

the nucleus. It is tempting to speculate that the RNA and DNA 

strands are fommed in the nucleus on the basis of a principle very 

similar to the one described above in connection with the synthesis 

of specific proteins., with the following difference: The RNA and 

DNA strands must be synthetized from ribose trinucleotides which 

have a free pyrophosphate 

from trinucleotide phosphates from trinucleotiphosphate amino acids 

In the former case the synthesis may result in ribose or desoxyribo

nucleic acid strands., whereas in the latter case ribose or desoxy 

ribonucleXMoprotein may be formed. 

This means that there would have to be inlthe nucleus enzymes 

which catalyze the formation of ribotrinucleotide diphosphates and 

aesoxyribonucleotide diphosphates., or in the case of the second alter-

native mentioned ribose trinucleotide amino acids., diphospha-amino 

acids and desoxyribose and trinucleotide amino acids. Among the 

amino acids thus coupled to trinucleotides., we presume that lysin., 

arginine., and histidine were predominant. 
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